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drops away the moment we try to ground psychological
principles upon the unconscious. For the observed, in this
case, could undertake no kind of co-operationj because there
is nothing of which he is not more informed than his own
unconscious. The judgment would entirely devolve upon
the observer—a certain guarantee that its basis would be
his own individual psychology, which would infallibly be
imposed upon the observed. To my mind, this is the case
in the psychologies both of Freud and of Adler. The
individual is completely at the mercy of the arbitrary
discretion of his observing critic—which can never be the
case when the conscious psychology of the observed is
accepted as the basis. After all, he is the only competent
judge, since he alone knows his own motives.
The reasonableness that characterizes the conscious
management of life in both these types, involves a conscious
exclusion of the accidental and non-rational. Reasoning
judgment, in such a psychology, represents a power that
coerces the untidy and accidental things of life into definite
forms ; such at least is its aim. Thus, on the one hand, a
definite choice is made among the possibilities of life, since
only the rational choice is consciously accepted ; but, on
the other hand, the independence and influence of those
psychic functions which perceive life's happenings are
essentially restricted. This limitation of sensation and
intuition is, of course, not absolute. These functions exist,
for they are universal; but their products are subject to
the choice of the reasoning judgment. It is not the
absolute strength of sensation, for instance, which turns
the scales in the motivation of action, but judgment Thus,
in a certain sense, the perceiving-functions share the same
fate as feeling in the case of the first type, or thinking in
that of the second. They are relatively repressed, and
therefore in an inferior state of differentiation. Thi*
circumstance gives a particular stamp to the unconscious

